A sample of 250 students of psychology with an average age of 20.37 years, answered the Flow Q questionnaire indicating their favorite flow activity, and the Spanish version of the Dispositional Flow Scale (DFS). A confirmatory factor analysis assessed the DFS construct validity of the flow model on daily activities. Both a hierarchical model of eight first order factors reflecting a second order global flow factor, and a model with eight formative first order flow dimensions, showed good fit and discriminant power. Most optimal activities were found to be individual and structured, such as studying, reading and certain forms of individual sports. Leisure activities turned out to be more rewarding than studying. Sports displayed more flow, clear goals, merging of action and awareness, and autotelic experience. Reading also showed more flow, balance of challenge and skills, feedback, merging of action and awareness, and loss of self-consciousness. On the other hand, studying displayed less flow, merging of action and awareness, and autotelic experience.
Flow is a fundamental psychological state which allows for experiencing a rich and complete life. This phenomenon may appear in any area of life (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; 1997) , and it is related to the satisfaction gained from performing different activities. Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi (1998) consider that there is an individual predisposition to experiencing this positive state of mind (autotelic personality), and its study has become relevant within the intrinsic motivation and subjective well-being framework. Flow is a positive psychological state that happens when individuals are fully immersed and absorbed in a particularly enjoyable activity. It is an automatic high concentration state of consciousness effortlessly achieved (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996) , a holistic sensation that people experience when they are fully engaged in an activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975a) . Flow state entails attention control, brings order into consciousness and when it is often experienced, enhances the quality of life since it makes the present moment more enjoyable and allows building confidence in order to develop personal skills. Unlike Maslow's peak-experiences, which tend to happen in very special occasions (Maslow, 1964) , flow may be found in any area of daily life. It is a universal phenomenon (Han, 1988; Massimini & Carli, 1988; Massimini, Csikszentmihalyi, & Delle Fave, 1988; Sato, 1998 ) and a constant feature in all cultures regardless of sociodemographic variables (Prada, 2005) . Even though the frequency and intensity of flow experiences vary from person to person, both of these aspects have been associated with personal well-being (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; 1997; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1998; Keller & Landhäußer, 2012) .
Flow theory is part of activity theory (Diener, 1984; Keller & Landhäußer, 2012; Moneta, 2012) , which postulates that well-being is a product of human activity (social interaction, leisure and other activities), and that active involvement is the cause of well-being, which, beyond external outcomes, emerges from an inner process and behavior. Flow theory states that activities become enjoyable once the individual's skills meet the challenge of the task. As such, the individual feels a pleasant experience of fluidity by having his attention focused. Consequently, frequent engagement in interesting activities that capture one's attention is a way of enriching life by making it more complex, which directly affects the quality of life and subjective well-being.
Scientific literature has associated the optimal experience with motivation and attention theories, and its emergence has been studied in different areas, such as academic, work, leisure environments, and more extensively in sports conditions (Keller & Landhäußer, 2012; Moneta, 2012; Sinnamon, Moran, & O'Connell, 
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Sergi Rufi 1 , Federico Javaloy 1 , Joan M. Batista-Foguet 2 , Antonio Solanas 1 and Darío Páez 3 1 Universidad de Barcelona (Spain) 2 Universidad Ramon Llull (Spain) 3 Universidad del País Vasco (Spain) 2 S. Rufi et al. 2012 ). In Spanish literature the psychological construct of flow has been broadly studied as a cognitive and affective variable mainly in areas such as athletic performance and physical education (Moreno, Cervelló-Gimeno, & González-Cutre Coll 2006; Moreno, Conte Marín, Borges Silva, & González-Cutre Coll 2008; Moreno, Noguera, Coll, Gimeno, & Pérez, 2009 ). Furthermore, its effects have also been investigated in motivation and personal skills development within school settings, especially among populations of children and adolescents (Mesurado, 2008; 2009a; 2009b; .
Optimal activities
Optimal activities are those in which the mind, rather than wandering distracted, gets focused and takes no effort in developing the activity (Pearce, Ainley, & Howard, 2005 ) whose performance provides an immediate intrinsic motivation (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975b) . In order to produce flow, an activity must offer a goal in line with the individual's skills and provide immediate feedback. However, no activity by itself guarantees the emergence of flow (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1998) . Its activation not only depends on the characteristics of the activity, but also on personal skills as well as on the perception and attitude that the individual shows toward the task (Mesurado, 2009b) . Therefore, an activity itself can never be called "optimal" in the full sense of the word, but only to the extent that it presents characteristics found to be associated with the flow experience. In this sense, Csikszenmihalyi (1990) stated that flow-producing activities were those designed to facilitate concentration and involvement, which made them radically different from the rest of everyday existence.
Thus, optimal activities are connected with a type of positive and rewarding experience, and belong to the realm of the everyday (Delle Fave & Massimini, 2005) . These activities are both mandatory and productive (work and study), and free leisure oriented. They are also both structured (sports and hobbies) and relaxing (watching TV), and their preference and selection varies from one culture to another (Delle Fave & Bassi, 2009 ).
In this regard, Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi (1998) stated that it was more likely that flow resulted from a structured activity (with instructions or fixed rules) than from an unstructured (spontaneous) one. Indeed, spontaneous activities also produce well-being, but less compared to the flow produced by structured tasks (Csikszentmihalyi, 2003; Mesurado, 2009a ).
In addition, flow may be experienced both by performing a solo activity and socially; by flowing coactively (in the presence of others) or interactively (in cooperation). Social flow seems to occur more frequently, e.g. 60% of the activities mentioned in American samples are social or performed in the presence of others (Walker, 2010) . Moreover, social flow is associated with greater satisfaction and positive emotions in samples taken from the U.S. and Argentina, than flow in individual activities (Walker, 2010; Mesurado, 2009a) . Also, active and structured activities and leisure in general generate higher flow (Mesurado, 2009a) .
Theoretical model and flow measurement
Csikszentmihalyi proposed a flow model consisting of nine dimensions (1990; 1996) , three conditions and six characteristics. The fundamental condition, designated as 'universal precondition of flow' (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1998) is the balance between the challenge of the task and the skills of the individual. Originally, it was thought that the optimal experience depended mainly on this aspect (Engeser & Rheinberg, 2008; Keller & Landhäußer, 2012) . In turn, this condition requires goals to be clear and a direct feedback in the action. These requirements are then followed by six characteristics: concentration on the task, actionawareness merging, sense of control, loss of consciousness of the self and merging with the environment, time distortion and intrinsically rewarding (autotelic) experience. Chen, Wigand, and Nilan (1999) and Novak, Hoffman, and Yung (2000) distinguished antecedents, which consist of a clear goal that is a challenge in balance with one's skills and provides direct feedback. The experiences followed are an intense involvement and concentration on the task, the merging of action and awareness and the consequent sense of control over the activity being performed. And finally, flow effects are a loss of self-awareness, the time distortion and a sense of intrinsic enjoyment upon completion of the activity (autotelic experience). For Keller & Landhäußer (2012) the fit of perceived skills and task demands is the flow antecedent during engagement in a skill-related activity. In their view, there is no chance to perceive the balance of skills and task demands unless one is carrying out a task (clear goal) and already receiving diagnostic information regarding one's progress in the activity (feedback). Then a combination of six experiential states follow, namely a reduced reflective self-consciousness, a modified experience of time, involvement and enjoyment of the activity, a focused concentration, and a strong feeling of control, so the activity is perceived as rewarding in itself.
Csikszentmihalyi's flow model of nine factors was turned into the Flow State Scale (FSS) by Jackson and Marsh (1996) in order to facilitate flow research in sports and physical activity. The FSS contains 36 items and measures flow as a state, and is answered after Flow Dimensions on Daily Activities 3 performing the optimal activity (Jackson & Marsh, 1996) . The Dispositional Flow Scale (DFS) takes the Flow Trait Scale (TFS), developed to measure flow as a broad trait during sports participation, and measures the athletes' tendency to experience flow frequently (Jackson, Kimiecik, Ford, & Marsh, 1998) . Later on, several items were amended in order to improve the measurement of some flow dimensions and new versions of both scales were created, FSS-2 and DFS-2 (Jackson & Eklund, 2002) . Research carried out in the U.S., Canada, Australia, Spain, Japan and Portugal have found the reliability of the DFS and FSS nine subscales to be reasonable with the exception of time and self-awareness, which showed lower internal consistency (García-Calvo, Jiménez, Santos-Rosa, Reina, & Cervelló, 2008; Gouveia, Pais-Ribeiro, Marques, & Carvalho, 2012; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Kawabata, Mallett, & Jackson, 2008; Marsh & Jackson, 1999; Tenenbaum, Fogarty, & Jackson, 1999) .
For the Spanish population, flow has mainly been studied in the area of sport (García-Calvo, Cervelló, Jimenez, Iglesias, & Santos-Rosa, 2005; García Calvo, Cervelló, & Santos-Rosa, 2006; García Calvo et al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2006; 2008; 2009 ). In addition, flow has also been studied in school settings by Mesurado (2008; 2009a; 2009b; , who developed and validated the Optimal Experience Questionnaire for children and adolescents.
Dimensional theoretical models of optimal experience and their contrast using confirmatory factor analysis Throughout flow research different dimensional or structural models have been proposed and evaluated. A first model conceives flow as a single process composed of nine dimensions that make up the phenomenon and it is equivalent to one single factor model (Moneta, 2012) . This model adjusts poorly to the data structure and has consistently been rejected (Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Marsh & Jackson, 1999; Mesurado, 2009b; Tenenbaum et al., 1999) . Mesurado (2009b) postulated a model consisting of two correlated factors. One based on affective and cognitive experiences of flow, and another on a sense of accomplishment and ability to perform the task equivalent to a model of two global factors, and it has not yet been contrasted. Mesurado (2009b) also proposed a model made up of four factors, the perception of ability (control), the perception of achievement, cognitive activation and positive affect. This explanatory model of four factors was the most suitable for the data structure and is in line with the three-stage model of Chen et al. (1999) . Lastly, other authors propose to merge antecedents and concentration on the task into one single antecedent factor (Moneta, 2012) . These procedural models were not contrasted by structural modeling, although the most recent and authoritative revision on flow concludes that both models -nine independent factors and one single factor-fit the data (Keller & Landhäußer, 2012) .
Finally, a hierarchical model consisting of one global flow factor and nine first-order factors, which suggests that there are nine dimensions influenced by a single underlying process, was postulated and tested (Moneta, 2012) , as well as a nine factor model that proposes flow as nine separate dimensions with no underlying global process. These two models have been tested in different populations (United States, anglophone and francophone Canada, Australia, Japan, Greece, Portugal and a Spanish sample by Garcia-Calvo et al., in 2008) . In samples composed of athletes the hierarchical model (in 4 out of 7 nations), and the nine first-order factors model (in all nations except for Greece) showed an acceptable fit to the data structure, except for the Greek study. In Portugal a hierarchical model of seven factors excluding time and loss of self-consciousness suited to the data structure. Finally, in Japan the hierarchical model was not contrasted (Doganis, Iosifidou, & Vlachopoulos, 2000; Fournier et al., 2007; Gouveia et al., 2012; Jackson & Marsh, 1996; Kawabata et al., 2008; Marsh & Jackson, 1999; Tenenbaum et al., 1999) . As far as the Spanish population goes, the hierarchical model was considered the most appropriate (Garcia-Calvo et al., 2008) .
The overall objective of the present study is to get to know the flow dimensions on daily activities, according to the Spanish version of the DFS for a sample of non-athlete participants. This may come in the following specific objectives.
The first objective is to know, by using a confirmatory factor analysis, the construct validity of the DFS confirming that the expected flow dimensions correspond to the results of such analysis. It is intended to recover the daily and universal use of flow as Csikszentmihlyi propounded, by applying the Spanish version of the Flow Q and DFS to a variety of human activities beyond specific contexts such as sport, work or educational settings.
The second objective of this study is to find out which model best explains the structural flow dimensions. It involves verifying and contrasting two theoretical alternative specifications. First, a hierarchical or reflective model consisting of a global factor and nine second-order factors (Garcia-Calvo et al., 2008 , Jackson & Marsh, 1996 that assumes that the nine sub-dimensions are manifestations of flow and should covary (by showing the same antecedents and consequences, and similar relationships criteria). Secondly, a formative model of the same construct that arises from the sum of the nine flow components. This model states that the nine facets make up the construct and don't reflect a 4 S. Rufi et al.
common underlying factor, therefore do not covary in the same way (Bisbe, Batista-Foguet, & Chenhall, 2007) . As mentioned before, both are the most supported models according to cross-cultural studies. Therefore, discussion of the two likely structures of the Flow Q and the DFS is set out in this study. First, by comparing the fit of both models, second, by finding out which specification discriminates better between extreme flow groups. For this purpose, two extreme groups are created in the sample -high flow & low flow-and differences in flow dimensions are contrasted.
The last objective is to compare the differences between optimal activities regarding each of the dimensions of the flow construct. This will provide better understanding of the specific differences involved in the experience in each of the activities considered to be optimal by the participants.
Method

Participants
Participants were 250 psychology students (195 women and 55 men) from the Universidad de Barcelona (M = 20.37, SD = 5.54).
Instruments
The Flow Questionnaire (Csikszentmihalyi, 1982; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1998 ) was translated into Spanish following Brislin's (1980) translation-back-translation procedure. This questionnaire proposes flow definitions and asks respondents to recognize them as well as activities where they experience flow. The FQ examines the broad sense of the optimal experience given by Csikszentmihlyi.
The Spanish version of the Dispositional Flow Scale (DFS) (Jackson et al., 1998) based on the Spanish translation of the Flow State Scale (FSS) (Jackson & Marsh, 1996) and developed by García-Calvo et al. (2008) . Both are 36-item scales that explore the nine flow dimensions and distinguish themselves by the instructions given to participants, whereas the FSS asks participants to answer the questions of the specific activity they just completed. The DFS asks participants to answer the questions thinking of their general experience regarding the activity they have freely chosen (Moneta, 2012) .
Procedure
The instruments were distributed in different sessions during the second and third week of April 2011 between students attending a Social Psychology lesson. The administration of the questionnaires was conducted in the presence of the principal investigator who informed students on how to properly complete them.
The confidentiality of participants' data was fulfilled through anonymity. The time required to complete the questionnaires was around 15 minutes. Students first noted down the activity they considered optimal based on the flow descriptions on the Flow Q, and then answered the DFS according to the activity.
Data Analysis
SPSS Statistics 21 was used to obtain the necessary information for answering the various research questions identified in this study. First, a few descriptives characterized the sample of participants in the study. Then, an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) provided an indication of the number of flow dimensions to be reasonably considered, while Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) allowed us to test two possible specification structures, the reflective and formative models. Finally, different statistical inferential techniques were used in order to determine the daily activity profiles considering the flow factors.
Results
Descriptives
Of the sample (N = 250), 75.7% (N = 190) claimed to have ever experienced flow. The activities described were classified by two of the authors (95% agreement) based on the activity being performed individually, in the presence of others or in interaction with others, as well as if the activity was structured or not. While playing sports 19.5% of the participants (N = 49) claimed to experience flow, compared to 13.5% (N = 34) while studying, 9.2% (N = 23) while reading and 5.2% (N = 13) while playing an instrument. Individual flow activities were picked by 64.6% (N = 122) while social activities were picked by 35.4% (N = 67) (23.8% interactive & 11.6 co-active). Lastly, the activities included within the 'structured activity' category were: playing sports, studying, playing an instrument, dancing, work, playing games, meditating and doing yoga and theater. The 'unstructured activities' were: reading, listening to music, drawing, watching TV, writing, walking and socializing. In this regard, 71% of the participants chose a flow structured activity versus 29% who picked an unstructured flow task.
Exploratory Factor Analysis
Of the participants, the 24.3% that claimed to never have experienced flow (the non-flowers) were not included in the factor analysis. The analysis was conducted taking into consideration only the flowers, 75.7% of the participants. First, we carried out an EFA to test whether the expected nine-factor structure of flow prevails in our sample of psychology students.
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In fact, this nine-factor structure was corroborated in a previous study on the Spanish population with a sample consisting of solely athletes (Garcia-Calvo et al., 2008) . Yet, in the present study, participants were students of psychology and no evidence showed that the subpopulations were comparable. It was used Maximum Likelihood estimation (IBM SPSS Statistics 21) which led to extract 8 factors with eigenvalues above 1 that accounted for 72.7% of the total variance.This initial analysis revealed that instead of the expected nine flow factors only eight emerged. Specifically, the results showed clearly that for our sample, the flow dimensions balance and feedback were joined together. This feature, which may be attributed to the characteristics of the sample used, convinced us to merge these two dimensions into a single factor and specify a Flow model with eight flow dimensions.
Then, our Promax (Oblique rotation) in the EFA led to some correlations among factors that were negligible (time-goal-balance, autotelic-self-awareness, merging-control). In addition, these detected correlations were clearly non-significant in our subsequent CFA model which let free the correlations among the eight latent dimensions (see Table 1 ). As a consequence, when we did constrain these correlations to be zero neither chi-square nor any other global fit index showed significant increments. Therefore, we interpret that at least in our sample Flow could not be understood as a second order factor from our eight first order factors, but some of the Flow dimensions have to be deemed more as formative Flow factors, rather than reflective ones.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
In order to test the measurement model we used CFAfreeing the covariances among the latent 8 dimensions to be estimated. We used Maximum likelihood estimation on the covariance matrix with standard software (LISREL 8.72) in order to get the estimates of the different parameters. The data had almost no missing values, with the percentage of missing values for each variable being less than 1%. Consequently, these missing values were considered to be at random and were imputed using SPSS maximum likelihood (IBM SPSS Statistics 21).
The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model without letting any error correlation to be freely estimated yielded a Satorra-Bentler Chi-Square (with 535 degrees of freedom) = 685.8 (p < .0001), the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.0386, and its 90% Confidence Interval = (0.0294; 0.0469), and a Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.987, which indicates not such a bad fit as one may think. When the error correlations were freely estimated, the magnitudes of these estimated correlations were very small, which, as mentioned before in the text (p. 14), led us to interpret that our case involved a situation of relatively high power. As a consequence, the rejection of the model would be inconclusive and due to very small misspecifications. That is, it is too sensitive for specific misspecifications (Saris, Satorra, & Van der Veld, 2009 ).
In SEM, the interpretation of results does not proceed until the goodness of fit has been assessed. However, the present case involves a situation of relatively high power and, although sample size is not considerable (N = 190), high reliability of the indicators is achieved (please refer to Table 2 ) and the model is relatively parsimonious with four indicators per latent dimension. As a consequence the rejection of the model would be inconclusive.
Nevertheless, after releasing plausible restrictions on some correlations among unique components of our CFA model, the usual global fit indexes reported a fairly good fit. Actually, the final measurement model yielded a Satorra-Bentler Chi-Square (with 519 degrees of freedom) = 567.937 (p = .068); the RMSEA = .0223 and its 90% Confidence Interval = (.0; .0336) with p-value for Test of Close Fit (RMSEA < .05) = .312 and a CFI = .996, which indicates a very good fit.
Even when every global fit index is within the appropriate thresholds, these indexes may have important drawbacks and can lead to wrong conclusions (see Barret, 2007 and the special issue on Structural Equation Modeling in Personality and Individual Differences, 2007) . Therefore, in this diagnosing stage Kline's (2010, p. 321 ) advice on the "fit index tunnel vision" was considered, which stands for "looking only at indexes of overall model fit and ignoring other types of information about fit […] a disorder that is fortunately curable by looking through the entire output (detailed diagnosis)". This is actually in line with the recent proposal by Saris et al. (2009) that recommended paying more attention to the detection of misspecification errors rather than focusing solely on the global fit and taking into account not only the significance levels but also the power of the test. As has been mentioned, since the initial model lead to some misspecifications, according to Saris et al.'s (2009) procedure, few plausible constraints on uncorrelated uniqueness were released, and as a result the model fits the data well. All loadings have estimated values which are reasonable and with the expected sign. There are no significant residuals that suggest the addition of other parameters.
Once flow scores were obtained considering both perspectives -the reflective (or hierarchical) and formative (or eight relatively independent dimensions)-, the discriminant power of DFS was assessed. For this purpose, extreme groups of the sample -25% inferior and .877 6. Sentía un control total de lo que estaba haciendo.
.828 15. Sentía que podía controlar lo que estaba haciendo.
.851 24. Tenía un sentimiento de control total.
.789 33. Sentía un control total de mi cuerpo.
. Flow Dimensions on Daily Activities 7 25% superior-were used according to the global dimension of flow for both conceptualizations. When comparing the means of the extreme groups with a t-test for independent data, the results showed that for both definitions the differences were significant, p-values range from.001 to .002. When comparing the means values for the different flow components (e.g. loss of self), it was revealed that for both specifications, the high-flow group showed a higher mean than the low-flow group in all cases. Therefore, the results were identical regardless of how the global flow dimension was conceptualized. Furthermore, the results were consistent with the conjecture that the global dimension of flow is a composite of its constituents acting in the same direction.
Regarding the association between the level of global flow considering the extreme groups and the type of optimal activity, the results showed a clear statistical association considering both the reflective and the formative definitions. Specifically, for the reflective model of the global flow [ 2 (7, N = 190) = 15.57, p = .016], individuals from the high-flow group seemed to flow more often while practicing sports (36.8%) and reading (26.3%), whereas individuals from the lowflow group felt an optimal experience while studying (37.8%). Considering the formative model, the results were relatively similar. The high-flow group found flow mainly by practicing sports (37.8%) and reading (18.9%), whereas the low-flow group mostly while studying (44.4%) [ 2 = (7,N = 190) = 17.42, p = .008]. Again, analysis of the global dimension of flow taking into account the type of optimal activity led to similar results for both the reflective and the formative model.
Finally, regarding the factors constituting the dimension of global flow, means were obtained for the different activities considering the entire sample (Table 3) . The intention was to figure out the different profiles for each type of optimal activity. To get an idea of the relative importance of each dimension, direct scores were calculated for each flow dimension (antecedents, processes and effects). The direct scores showed that the global mean was M = 7.93, SD = 1.03. Flow antecedents had a score slightly below the global mean score, M = 7.77, SD = 1.32, and student's t for paired samples was 2.87, p < .005. Flow processes showed a score slightly above, M = 8.01, SD = 1.14, and student's t for paired samples was 2.38, p < .02. Lastly, flow effects had a score equal to the global mean M = 8.0, SD = 1.26 and student's t for paired samples was 2.29, p < .01. It is important to take into account that factor scores are expressed in deviations from the mean score, being a score of + .35 about a score of 8.4. Since the homoscedasticity test indicated that equal variances could not be assumed for the seven populations considered (i.e. the different optimal activities), a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis H test was used. For the factor scores obtained in the reflective model, statistical significance was obtained for the following factors: balance and feedback 2 (6, N = 190) = 12.76, p = .05, goal 2 (6, N = 190) = 13.45, p = .036, merging 2 (6, N = 190) = 14.45, p = .025 and autotelic 2 (6, N = 190) = 34.92, p < .001. When the same statistical analysis was performed for the formative specification, statistical significance was obtained for the following factors: balance and feedback 2 (6, N = 190) = 13.68, p = .033, merging 2 (6, N = 190) = 16.38, p = .012, self-consciousness 2 (6, N = 190) = 14.21, p = .027 and autotelic 2 (6, N = 190) = 31.96, p < .001. As shown, the results are very similar regardless of whether considering the eight dimensions under a reflective or a formative conceptualization. The comparison of factor means showed that the balance and feedback are lower while studying and performing artistic activities, average while practicing sports, and higher when reading. The goal is higher in experiences involving coordinated activity and body movements such as sports, playing an instrument and dancing, and lower while drawing and listening to music. With regard to flow processes, no significant differences in concentration and control were found between activities. Although significant differences were found in the merging dimension, this procedural aspect of the flow experience is higher when practicing sports, reading and listening to music, and lower while studying and playing instruments. Finally, differences were found in self-consciousness, which is higher while reading and studying, and lower when playing instruments and drawing, and autotelic, which is higher while dancing, playing instruments and practicing sports, and lower when studying.
Discussion
As the results show, the positive experience of flow is present in the consciousness of most participants when performing their favorite everyday activities (75.7%). As a result, it seems safe to state that for the Spanish population flow is a relevant psychological process that affects not only athletes (Garcia-Calvo et al., 2008) , but is also experienced in other areas of everyday life (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; 1997) . Specifically, most participants found flow experiences while engaging in solitary activities (64.6%), compared to a minority (35.4%) who tended to flow when performing social activities. This ratio is in line with research conducted by Dean (2009) , where most of the sample (88.4%) claimed to experience flow in non-social activities yet seems inconsistent with other results (Walker, 2010) . Both the results of the research carried out by Dean and the present study note that solitary experiences are more important sources of flow than social experiences. This statement a priori seems to contradict the claims that optimal experiences are more frequently experienced in social contexts (Mesurado, 2009a) . However, it seems not at odds with the claim that social flow is more enjoyable than individual flow (Walker, 2010) . Lastly, out of the four most important optimal activities reported three were structured (containing pre-established rules); playing sports, studying and playing an instrument, with reading being the only unstructured one. These results may assert that structured activities tend to produce more flow than spontaneous tasks (Csikszentmihalyi, 2003; Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1998; Mesurado, 2009a) . The results of the exploratory factor analysis show that the Spanish version of the DFS applied to a sample of psychology students has a factorial structure consisting of eight factors contributing to the total variance of 72.7%. These factors are: the balance of challenge and skills and feedback (merged together), clear goals, autotelic experience, loss of self-consciousness, time distortion, action-awareness merging, concentration on the task and the feeling of control. These results differ slightly from those reported by García-Calvo et al. (2008) , where the FSS was applied to a population of athletes. In that study the FSS was composed of the original nine flow factors. The difference of one flow factor between both studies may lie in the nature of the missing factor, the feedback. In the study by Garcia-Calvo et al. (2008) , the feedback seemed to be much more direct and clear as the activities consisted entirely of sports, which are clearly structured tasks with fixed rules that provide clear feedback throughout each step of the task. On the other hand, the present study is willing to cover daily activities consisting of both regulated (structured) activities where the presence of feedback is relevant, and spontaneous (unstructured) such as listening to music, watching TV or reading. With unstructured activities feedback is not a relevant element for the individuals to readjust the intention of their actions. Consequently, the type of activity may be the feature regulating the presence of feedback, at times being more prominent at times kind of blurred. 
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With regard to structural flow models, the present study contrasted two theoretical possibilities. The reflective model, consisting of a global factor and secondorder factors (Garcia-Calvo et al., 2008; Jackson & Marsh, 1996) , and the formative model of the same construct that emerges from the sum of the eight flow first order components. No significant differences were found when extreme groups were used to determine discriminant power for both models' specifications. Thus, the results show that both models may explain with similar accuracy the structure of the general flow construct in a manner consistent with the studies reviewed. However, the present study highlights that the general flow factor can be may have at least two different conceptualizations. In other words, is the general flow factor an underderlying structure that has an influence on all of its sub-components? Or can the general flow factor be also understood as an aggregate of all its subcomponents? It seems possible to consider flow not as a unitary phenomenon reflected in nine aspects, but a phenomenon with relatively independent components. Some of these would be antecedents, others the psychological effects of the processes and others the psychological outcomes depending on the antecedents, the processes, the type of activity and the participants' psychosocial characteristics. The present study supports that both theoterical conceptions of flow are admissible if empirical results are considered.
Hence, the reflective model should not be unconditionally considered to the detriment of the formative model. As a consequence, a theoretical debate should be initiated to decide the most appropriate conception of the general flow factor.
In agreement with Keller and Landhäußer (2012) , it is fair to conclude that both models similarly fit the data. Having said that, as Moneta (2012) partially suggests and following Chen et al. (1999) , from a theoretical perspective we believe that a process model of three factors is more productive. A model represented by a first latent factor of flow antecedents (balance, goal and feedback), a second factor of flow subjective processes conducive to flow (concentration, merging and control) and its final psychological effects (self-consciousness, time and autotelic). This is a perspective that should be applied in the future by using structural equation modeling, and to our knowledge no empirical contrast has been done yet.
Taking into account this approach, with respect to flow antecedents the comparison of means between activities showed differences in balance and feedback, and goal. Balance and feedback were lower while studying and performing artistic activities; medium when practicing sports; and higher when reading. These results were unexpected regarding reading, although in the case of sports, dancing and playing an instrument (second, third and fourth means in range) they reflected the active nature of such experiences. Goal was higher in experiences involving coordinated activity and body movements such as sports, playing musical instruments and dancing, and lower while drawing and to a lesser extent while listening to music. These results feature the structured and active aspects of the former activities, as well as the passive and unstructured characteristics of listening to music. Results indicate differences in the antecedents intensity showing activities where the balance, feedback, and goal seem to be medium-high (sports), and activities where flow antecedents are low (listening to music) or very low (drawing). Also, whereas the opposition between playing sports and listening to music seems quite reasonable, it is worth noting that an active yet little structured experience like drawing shows the lowest flow antecedents. Moreover, other activities seem to be high only in goal (such as playing an instrument and dancing) or in balance and feedback (such as reading). It seems quite contradictory that playing an instrument or dancing does not deliver a direct feedback, whereas an unstructured task like reading provides clear behavioral direction.
Regarding flow processes, similar responses in concentration and control between activities suggest that they are a stable core of the flow experience. Significant differences are found in merging flow component. This procedural aspect of flow is higher while practicing sports, reading and listening to music, and lower while studying and playing instruments. A higher flow process in sport and lower in study seems reasonable, yet the fact that the merging is higher in passive activities such as reading and listening to music, and lower in structured activities involving conscious and voluntary actions like playing an instrument seems debatable.
With regard to the psychological flow effects, there are differences found for self-consciousness and autotelic, but not for time. Probably concentration and control in terms of processes and time as a psychological effect constitute the stable core of the flow experience. Selfconsciousness seems to be higher while reading and studying, and lower when playing music and drawing. This may be caused by the fact that absorption in symbolic stimuli helps in losing consciousness of the self, while voluntary and conscious activities require an active self. On the other hand, autotelic results are higher in leisure than in work, since dancing, playing an instrument or practicing sports bring in stronger gratification and positive emotions than studying offers.
In summary, high flow is associated with practicing sports and reading and low flow with studying. The association between high flow and sports is explained by the goal, the merging and an autotelic experience, and a medium-high balance and feedback. The association between high flow and reading is explained by a high balance and feedback, and a high merging and self-consciousness, yet not due to the goal. Lastly, the association between low flow and studying is explained by the low merging and little intrinsic reward (autotelic) -although self-consciousness dimension is high.
To conclude, the present study provides evidence to support the concurrent validity of the Spanish version of the DFS in relation to the Flow Q to study flow experiences in any given human activity beyond sports. It provides a new line of research intended to explore and compare the profiles of people who flow with more and less intensity. It also offers the possibility to analyze and compare daily activities that report personal well-being by utilizing the flow dimensions separately. Lastly, this study contributes to flow research but has three main limitations. The first one being that it is a correlational study based on retrospective data, thus no causal statements could be pointed out. Secondly, the sample is relatively small since respondents freely chose the optimal activity, therefore variation in factor structure across activities might have occurred. And lastly, testing different models on different types of activities was not allowed due to low degrees of freedom. We believe that with a larger and more diverse sample the present results could be corroborated. Likewise, the hypotheses that different levels and different factor loadings on the latent variable could emerge on different activities could also be tested.
